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Step 1 - Plan ahead. Pick a hanging location 
(room corners are ideal) so mobile won’t get 
bumped and there are no strong sources of 
wind or high heat like ceiling heater vents.  

Install a strong string, cord or thin wire hanging 
from your ceiling. Tie an S - hook (or other type 
of hanging hardware) to the hanging end of 
your support.  

Step 2 - Remove the three-plastic bags 
containing the black connectors, rods and 
mobile shapes. Note the bags are marked T for 
top, M for middle and B for bottom. Remove 
sections of mobile in same order (T, M, B) from 
the bags and layout these three sections on a 
clean table top/work area. 

Step 3 - Note the green and blue dashed circles 
in the layout diagram. Also note small green 
and blue circles in the paper diagram and on 
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four plastic shapes as well. These are guides to 
help you connect the correct metal clasps to 
the correct black connectors on the metal rods.  

Connect the metal clasps to the black 
connector hole between each of the two small 
colored circles (green or blue). Again, use these 
as guides for which clasp goes to which black 
connector/hole.  

Check the mobile against the assembly/layout 
diagram making sure all the rods and shapes 
match the diagram exactly and all the clasps are 
all vertical in the black connector holes. Due to 
shipping, they may need to be adjusted so they 
all hang straight.  Don’t skip this step. If you 
don’t align the clasps vertically on your table 
top/assembly area it is more difficult to adjust 
the clasps in the air.  

Step 4 - Slowly lift the mobile up by its hanging 
ring (top rod) and hang it from your support 
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(string, cord, wire). Double check the shapes, 
rods and clasps again to make sure they are 
aligned same as in the paper diagram. 

Step 5 - Remove the four small colored paper 
label circles from the actual shapes.   

Step 6 - Enjoy for years to come and thank you 
for purchasing a Futura Mobile! 

 

For further information about Future Mobiles, 
helpful videos, any issues and more, please visit 
our web site: www.RichardJohnJenkins.com or 
give a call between Monday through Friday 
9:00AM – 5:30PM EDT – (301) 508-7332. 
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